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This	  mosaic,	  from	  350	  AD,	  was	  depicted	  in	  the	  pavement	  at	  a	  Roman	  villa	  at	  

Low	  Ham.	  In	  1938,	  the	  mosaic	  was	  discovered	  by	  chance	  by	  a	  farmer	  searching	  for	  a	  

place	  to	  bury	  a	  deceased	  sheep.	  This	  is	  only	  one	  small	  piece	  of	  the	  entire	  mosaic,	  

which	  chronicles	  the	  complete	  story	  of	  Dido	  and	  Aeneas.	  In	  its	  entirety,	  the	  mosaic	  is	  

made	  up	  of	  approximately	  115,000	  tiles,	  and	  in	  the	  center	  of	  it	  there	  is	  a	  picture	  of	  

Venus	  to	  indicate	  her	  role	  in	  the	  end	  of	  Dido	  and	  Aeneas’s	  love	  affair.	  Although	  the	  

artist	  is	  unknown,	  it	  was	  determined	  that	  he	  was	  of	  Roman	  descent	  and	  from	  the	  



fourth	  century.	  Currently,	  the	  mosaic	  resides	  at	  the	  Somerset	  County	  Museum	  in	  

Tauton	  Castle,	  United	  Kingdom.	  	  

This	  mosaic	  utilizes	  a	  simplistic,	  one-‐dimensional	  style.	  Dido	  is	  depicted	  

riding	  a	  white	  horse	  to	  symbolize	  her	  pure	  state	  that	  she	  is	  about	  to	  lose	  due	  to	  the	  

plans	  of	  Venus	  and	  Juno.	  	  The	  deep	  reds	  and	  purples	  used	  in	  the	  clothing	  of	  Dido	  and	  

Aeneas	  designate	  their	  status	  as	  royalty.	  
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This piece, painted by Jan van Bike Miel, is an oil on canvas rendition of the hunt 

of Dido and Aeneas from the 17th century. Miel was a Flemish painter who began his 

career as an artist in Rome, where he remained until 1658. In his early career, he focused 

on the portrayal of every day Roman life. As his career progressed, however, he began to 

focus on oil on canvas paintings portraying landscapes and anecdotes from myths. 

Throughout his career, he collaborated with artists like Viviano Codazzi and Gaspard 

Dughet, who both focused on landscape painting as well. Currently, many of Jan 

Miel’s paintings hang in The Prado Museum in Madrid, Spain.  

In this Baroque style painting, Miel uses dark colors in the foreground to contrast 

with Aeneas’s white horse and the pale yellow sky surrounding Dido. This contrast, as 

well as the point of Dido’s sword, draws attention to them and makes them the focal 



point of the picture. In the background, Miel includes figures of Juno and Venus sitting in 

a cloud. By doing so, he designates their god like status and gives the viewer a better 

understanding of the story by indicating that the storm is soon to come. Miel includes 

figures of the other Trojans and Carthaginians who go with them, but paints them with 

dark, muted colors to indicate that they are of little importance. Utilizing his original 

style, Miel includes a detailed landscape in the midground portraying cliffs and trees to 

create the forest atmosphere.   

Bridgeman Art Culture History. Dido and Aeneas Hunting (Oil on Canvas.) Bridgeman 
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This work, by Giovanni Francesco Romanelli, is a black chalk on paper, laid 

down on linen rendition of the storm at the end of the hunt painted in the mid 1630s. 

Born in 1610, Romanelli started his career studying under Pietro da Cortona in Rome. 

Later on, he became well established as a painter of frescoes, producing works in famous 

chapels like Palazzo Barberini and the Vatican. He was then elected president of 

Accademia di San Luca, distinguishing him as a very successful and popular artist. 

Romanelli reached the peek of his career in 1646 when Cardinal Barberini summoned 

him to Paris to decorate of the vaults of the upper gallery in the palace of Cardinal 

Mazarii with stories from Ovid's Metamorphoses. The fame he received from this project 

then captured the attention of King Louis XIV, who hired him to design rooms of the 

Louvre and in the Royal Palace. 



This work depicts the final moments of the hunt before Dido and Aeneas enter the 

cave. Romanelli utilizes bright, regal colors to designate Dido and Aeneas as the focal 

point of the painting. He also creates site lines using the legs of the hunters and the arms 

of the putti to redirect the viewer’s eye to Dido and Aeneas. Romanelli creates a textured 

and dimensional work through adding shadows in the garments, making the figures 

appear life like. Furthermore, he utilizes light, muted colors to contrast with the storm 

clouds in the background.  

Norton Simon Foundation. Royal Hunt and Storm. Norton Simon Foundation, 

2012. Web. 14 May 2012. 

http://www.nortonsimonfoundation.org/collections/browse_artist.php?name=Romanelli%

2C+Giovanni+Francesco&resultnum=3.  

 

Museo Thyssen-Bornemisza. Biography and Works. Museo Thyssen-Bornemisza, 

2009. Web. 16 May 2012. http://www.museothyssen.org/en/thyssen/ficha_artista/490.  



	  

	  

The work above is an oil-on-canvas rendition of the hunt of Dido and Aeneas by 

Filippo Falciatore. Born in Naples in 1728, Falciatore trained under the artists Paolo de 

Matteis and Domenico Antonio Vaccaro. Known to use a wide variety of styles, 

Falciatore painted fresco and, most famously, panels for Marina Amalia’s (the 

archduchess of Russia) sedan chair in 1738. His later works include paintings of upper 

class life in late 18th century Naples and famous scenes from mythology. Falciatore died 

in Naples in 1768 at the age of 40.  

In this Baroque style painting, Falciatore utilizes a similar style to Miel by using 

dark colors and the background to draw attention to Dido and Aeneas in the midground. 



Aeneas, Dido, and their horses are the largest and brightest figures in the painting, 

indicating their importance.   The sight lines drawn from Aeneas’s spear and Dido’s arm 

draw the viewers attention to Juno and the storm cloud above them, thus hinting at her 

important role in the event and the events to come.  While Dido and Aeneas look pristine 

and romantic, the landscape behind them is dark and ominous.  

Falcitore, Fillipo. The Royal Hunt of Dido and Aeneas. Web. 16 May 2012. 

http://www.matthiesengallery.com/opennewwindow.asp?Id_painting=52&dimensione=9

1&width=900&height=728&misure=22%207/8%20x%2028%201/8%20in.%2058.2%20

x%2071.3%20cm&esiste3=1.  

 

Author Unknown. Fillipo Falciatore. Web. 16 May 2012. 

http://www.matthiesengallery.com/bio.asp?numcol=40.  

 

 

 

 



 

This painting, created by Italian artist Francesco Solimena, is an oil on canvas 

work titled The Royal Hunt of Dido and Aeneas. Born in 1675, Solimena became widely 

known for his frescos, many of which were painted in churches. He originally painted 

The Royal Hunt of Dido and Aeneas for a nobleman from Macereta, Italy named 

Raimondo Buonaccorsi.  Buonaccorsi’s household featured the Aeneid Gallery; a 

collection of famous 18th century works chronicling the story of Aeneas’s journey from 

Troy to Latium. Solimena died in 1747. Today, this painting can be found at the Museum 

of Fine Arts, Houston.  



In the Baroque style painting, Dido and Aeneas are in the foreground painted in 

bright, metallic colors to make them the focal point. The background of the painting is 

done in dark, muted colors to depict the storm and the dangers Dido and Aeneas face. 

Furthermore, shadows and images of other characters and events, such as Cupid with a 

bow to shoot Dido, are featured in the background and illustrate other parts of Dido and 

Aeneas’s tale. These characters, however, are shadowed or smaller in scale so that they 

do not distract the viewer from Dido and Aeneas.  

 

MFAH. Arts of Europe. Museum of Fine Arts, Houston, 2012. Web. 16 May 

2012. http://www.mfah.org/art/detail/solimena-royal-hunt-dido-and-aeneas/.  

 

Royal Oil Painting. Untitled. Web. Xiamen RuoYa Arts And Crafts Co., Ltd. 

2012. http://www.royal-painting.com/Francesco-Solimena-oil-painting-reproduction/The-

Royal-Hunt-Of-Dido-And-Aeneas-15415.html.  

 

 



 

The work above is an engraving by James Tibbitts Willmore titled The Morning 

of the Chase. Originally, this work was a painting by JMW Turner, a famous British 

landscape artist. Born in 1800, Willmore was a landscape engraver from Handsworth 

England. In 1823, he moved to London where he worked for Charles Heath. Later in his 

career, he engraved plates for famous literary works such as Sir Walter Scott’s “Waverly 

Novels” and Finden’s “Illustration to the Works Of Byron.” Willmore died in London in 

1863. Originally, this engraving hung in the British Museum. In 1988, however, it was 

transferred to the Tate collection in the United Kingdom.   

The engraving above is a black and white rendition of Turner’s Romantic painting 

of Dido and Aeneas’s party leaving the gates of Carthage to commence their hunt. The 

work largely focuses on the landscape and the city of Carthage rather than the characters. 



Willmore utilizes an intense attention to detail and shadowing in the foreground to give 

the painting life and texture. Using the road and the bridge as site lines, he draws the 

viewer’s attention to the hunting party in the midground. In the background, Willmore 

creates a textured, detailed sky to indicate the cloudy nature of the day, thus hinting at the 

storm to come.  

Scharlau, Bryan A. Sharlau Prints & Maps. Bryce A Shalau, 2012. Web. 14 May 

2012. http://www.scharlau.co.uk/scharlau.co.uk/Prints?action=artist&artist=293.   

 

Tate. Dido and Aeneas; The Morning of the Chase, Engraved by Willmore. Tate 

Museum 2012. Web. 16 May 2012. http://www.tate.org.uk/art/artworks/turner-dido-and-

aeneas-the-morning-of-the-chase-engraved-by-willmore-t06316.  

 

Webmuseum, Paris. Turner, Joseph Mallord William. Nicholas Pioch, Oct 12 

2002. http://www.ibiblio.org/wm/paint/auth/turner/.  

 

 


